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annual tCO2eq per MPIA researcher
From our CO2eq assessment: Jahnke et. al (2020) 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1202-4
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make up ~80% of 
electricity usage
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Question to the audience I
- What is the yearly average CO2eq emission in your country?
- Bonus: How does the above number change if you include imported 

/exported goods’ CO2eq emissions



!! quick disclaimer !!
I am not against computing, 
we just need to plan ahead 

to be able to 
adequately compute in the future 😊
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Question 1: how much 
electricity does Germany 
consume?

→ 488 TWh (2019) 

→ 5.9 MWh per person per year

a look into Germany’s electricity mix...
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Question 2: how much CO2eq 
does this emit? 

→ 400kg CO2eq / MWh
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Question 2: how much CO2eq 
does this emit? 

→ 400kg CO2eq / MWh

→ 2.4 tCO2eq per person per 
year

Question 1: how much 
electricity does Germany 
consume?

→ 488 TWh (2019) 

→ 5.9 MWh per person per year

a look into Germany’s electricity mix...

*each country has a different mix of electricity sources

annual tCO2eq per MPIA researcher

Germany + electricity consumption
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Supercomputing put into perspective
● Average German uses 

5.9 MWh per year = 1.5MWh (private) + 4.4MWh (work) of electricity 

● Per Astronomer (MPIA and Australian study), we use around 

20 MWh per year for supercomputing 

2.3 kW (200 cores) 
non-stop =

(1 water kettle)
all year long...
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Supercomputing put into perspective
Amount of cores is an average - some use much more, some much less

Top MPIA users of MPCDF cluster in August 2020

1 800 cores
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Question to the audience II
- What is the yearly average CO2eq intensity for electricity in your 

country?
- At which time of the day/year does your institute consumes 

most/least electricity?
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MPIA distribution of computing power

competitive
70kW

12 W/core
100% util.

on-campus
150kW

140 W/core
32% util.

external MPCDF 
Garching

160kW
12 W/core
100% util.

AIDA
800 

cores MPIA
2700 
cores

MPG
10000 
cores

ISAAC
3300 
cores

HLRS
6000 
cores



Question to the audience III
- What are the main computing resources you/your institute 

have/has access to?
- How much electricity is consumed there on your behalf and what 

are the resulting CO2eq emissions?



Hardware is used 5 years, after which maintenance gets really expensive

Production and shipping add 20-30% CO2eq costs (at 100% utilization)

For office equipment it can be 50% or more

Check: https://ecoinfo.cnrs.fr/ecodiag-calcul/ to get life-cycle estimates

Hardware life-cycle*

*mostly production and shipping 
vs. consumption

https://ecoinfo.cnrs.fr/ecodiag-calcul/


Electric supply - boundary conditions in the near future

- heating and mobility will get electrified → more demand

- nuclear and coal and gas need to be reduced → less supply

- CO2eq price tag will increase → electricity will be more expensive

- share of renewables will increase → volatile supply



MPIA Sustainability Group

An assessment of MPIA's travel activities

2018-2020
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How do we get our data?

From the 
SAP system...

City

Country

Duration

End date

Reason for journey

...our python 
script to get 
CO2eq valueswe can get the

which we put into

All MPIs 
could use 

our approach

took the longest travel: 
‘Leiden und Boston, NL’ → 
‘Boston, US’

misspellings:
‘Noordwyjk, NL’ → 
‘Noordwijk, NL’

classified this manually
Collaboration
Conference
Commissioning
Observation
Other



Question to the audience IV
- Do you have (can get) a list of business travel destinations for your 

institute?
- Guess how much more CO2eq a senior Researcher emits compared to 

a PhD-student?
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Assumptions
we draw a direct line on the globe → we assume return flight → we add 20%



Assumptions

< 500 km = no flights

> 2000 km = 100% flights

We calculate 
the CO2eqemissions from: 
travel-footprint-calculator.ir
ap.omp.eu

https://travel-footprint-calculator.irap.omp.eu/
https://travel-footprint-calculator.irap.omp.eu/


So where is MPIA 
flying to?
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Overseas make up 15% of trips by number... 
...but 82% of trips by CO2eq emissions.

Number of flights vs. CO2eq emissions by destination



What if we want to travel to …? 

Average CO2eq per destination continent

4.2t

5.3t

3.7t

6.8t

3.6t

0.3t (0.1t)
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Duration of travel by reason for trips overseas

*up to 120 days not shown

101 trips

79 trips

45 trips

29 trips

380t
3.8t/trip

307t
3.9t/trip

196t
4.3t/trip

150t
5.2t/trip



Per year and researcher we have 
~0.75 overseas flights (outside of 

the pandemic)
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How did the pandemic affect us 

~4 tons ~100 kg
Sustainable overall emission
per Person and Year
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The way forward
Assessing the CO2eq emissions:

- we know what are the biggest emitters of CO2eq
- we can estimate how easy those can be reduced

Having an aim:

- reduction plans per category of emissions
- orientation with general policy (e.g. 1/2 by 2030, 0 by 2040)
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The way forward
Let actions follow:

- implement specific CO2eq emission reduction plans at your institute
- business travel policy
- computing policy

- Needs organisational and infrastructure changes

Monitoring and Re-evaluation:

- monitor emission trends on a yearly basis per category
- evaluate your policy and adopt/change following reality check
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The way forward
General ideas flying

- don’t fly (use train or virtual participation)
- don’t fly very far (look for conferences on your continent)
- when flying far make the most out of your stay
- allow for remote participation when organizing a conference
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The way forward
General ideas computing

- reduce CO2eq-intensity of the electricity (put solar panels on our roofs)
- improve utilization rate → reduce your hardware
- compute where it is efficient (green cloud services, Iceland)
- compute when electricity is greener (adjusted queue / clock speed)
- reduce data volume (lossy compression if possible)
- have data / processing demands in mind when planning experiments
- share expensive simulations among the scientific community 
- use computing waste heat
- adapt codes to GPU usage
- teach efficient programming



Thank you for your attention!



Resources
Institute-wide infrastructure

https://labos1point5.org/

Travel emissions

https://travel-footprint-calculator.irap.omp.eu/

https://github.com/jan-rybizki/Business_trips_carbon_footprint

https://www.atmosfair.de/en/offset/flight/

https://labos1point5.org/
https://travel-footprint-calculator.irap.omp.eu/
https://github.com/jan-rybizki/Business_trips_carbon_footprint
https://www.atmosfair.de/en/offset/flight/

